WC to the CW 1/16 SECTION 5

ESTABLISHMENT:

Could not set the actual CW 1/16 as it falls on the north side of a creek 30.0' wide on an almost vertical slope of the creek bank. For a WC, set a 5/8"x30" iron rod with aluminum cap marked "OREGON STATE PARKS" N2°27'09"W 10.0' from the calculated CW 1/16.

Set a galvanized steel post with white paddle marked "WC" "CW 1/16 SS 27°09'E - 10.0'" 1.0' north of the iron rod.

An old logging road course SW is located 45.0' north of iron rod.

11" alder N64°E, 18.1' to center, bark scribed "WC BT RS691" and attached yellow Parks corner tag.
15" alder S65°E, 18.7' to center, bark scribed "WC BT."

WITNESSED BY:

R. Herter
L. Boge
L. Hettema

N 1/16 CORNER BETWEEN 6 & 5

ESTABLISHMENT:

Set 5/8"x30" iron rod with aluminum cap marked "OREGON STATE PARKS."
Set galvanized steel post with paddle marked "OREGON STATE PARK BOUNDARY DO NOT DISTURB" 2.0' SW of iron rod.

19" hemlock S64°W, 11.5' to center, scribed "N 1/16 S6BT RS691."
9" hemlock S65°E, 14.7' to center, scribed "N 1/16 S6BT" and attached yellow Parks corner tag.

Corner falls south on face of steep slope.

WITNESSED BY:

R. Herter
S. Clark
M. Swan

NE 1/16 SECTION 6

ESTABLISHMENT:

Set 5/8"x30" iron rod with aluminum cap marked "OREGON STATE PARKS."
Set steel post with paddle marked "OREGON STATE PARK BOUNDARY DO NOT DISTURB" 1.2' SW of iron rod.

11" hemlock N64°E, 12.0' to center, scribed "NE 1/16 S6BT RS691."
17" hemlock N55°E, 10.1' to center, scribed "NE 1/16 S6BT" and attached yellow Parks corner tag.

WITNESSED BY:

R. Herter
S. Doak
M. Swan

E 1/16 SECTION 6 (ONLY)

ESTABLISHMENT:

Set 5/8"x30" iron rod with aluminum cap marked "OREGON STATE PARKS."